A method is presented for proving upper bounds on the moments of the position operator when the dynamics of quantum wavepackets is governed by a random (possibly correlated) Jacobi matrix. As an application, one obtains sharp upper bounds on the diffusion exponents for random polymer models, coinciding with the lower bounds obtained in a prior work. The second application is an elementary argument (not using multiscale analysis or the Aizenman-Molchanov method) showing that under the condition of uniformly positive Lyapunov exponents, the moments of the position operator grow at most logarithmically in time.
Introduction
One of the fundamental questions of quantum mechanics concerns the spreading of an initially localized wave packet φ under the time evolution e −ıtH associated to a Schrödinger operator H. If the physical space is R d or Z d and the position operator is denoted by X, the spreading can be quantified using the time-averaged moments of X (or equivalently the moments of the associated classical probability distribution):
T φ| e ıHt |X| q e −ıHt |φ , q > 0 .
It is well known that for short-range operators H, the moments cannot grow faster than ballistically, that is M q T ≤ C(q) T q . The growth actually is ballistic in typical scattering situations and for periodic operators H describing Bloch electrons. On the other hand, if the moments M q T are bounded uniformly in time, one speaks of dynamical localization. This can be proven in the regime of Anderson localization for random operators, but also for certain almost-periodic operators (see [Jit] for a review). There are many models where the moments M q T exhibit some non-trivial power law behavior. If M q T ∼ T , the quantum motion is diffusive, and any other asymptotic growth behavior is called anomalous diffusion. In order to distinguish various anomalous diffusive motions, one defines the diffusion exponents
(If the limit does not exist, β ± q are defined as superior and inferior limits.) This corresponds to the Levy-Khinchin classification of Levy flights in classical probability, however, we stress that the quantum anomalous diffusion does not result from a probabilistic dynamics, but rather from a Hamiltonian one. It is due to delicate quantum interference phenomena. The ballistic bound implies 0 ≤ β q ≤ 1 and convexity inequalities show that β q is non-decreasing in q. In the regime of dynamical localization β q = 0 and for quantum diffusion β q = 1 2
. Anomalous diffusion corresponds to all other values of β q . Typically β q is then also varying with q which reflects a rich multiscale behavior of the wave packet spreading. Such anomalous diffusion was exhibited numerically in several almost-periodic Jacobi matrices having singular continuous spectra (e.g. Fibonacci and critical Harper operator), and also some random and sparse Jacobi matrices.
It is a challenging problem of mathematical physics to calculate the diffusion exponents for a given Schrödinger operator, in particular, when the quantum motion is anomalous diffusive. In this work we accomplish this for the so-called random polymer models, a random Jacobi matrix described in detail in the next section, and show that
see Theorem 3. This result confirms the heuristics and numerical results of Dunlap, Wu and Phillips [DWP] for the random dimer model, the prototype of a the random polymer. The latter model was introduced and analyzed in our prior work in collaboration with G. Stolz [JSS] , which already contained a rigorous proof of the lower bound β q ≥ q − 1 2
. In this work we hence focus on the upper bound, which amounts to proving quantitative localization estimates.
Next let us discuss this result in the context of prior rigorous work on other one-dimensional models (Jacobi matrices) exhibiting anomalous diffusion. First of all, the Guarneri bound [Gua] and its subsequent improvements [Com, Las, GS2, GS3, KL, BGT] allow to estimate the diffusion exponents from below in terms of various fractal dimensions of the spectral measure. However, those results do not allow to prove the lower bound in (3) because, as was shown by de Bievre and Germinet [BG] , the random dimer model has pure-point spectrum so that the Hausdorff dimension vanishes and the Guarneri bound is empty. In fact, the argument in [JSS] is based on a large deviation estimate on the localization length of the eigenstates near the so-called critical energies at which the Lyapunov exponent vanishes.
Upper bounds on anomalous quantum diffusion were first proven for Jacobi matrices with self-similar spectra [GS1, BS] , and these bounds are even optimal for the so-called Julia matrices. Kiselev, Killip and Last [KKL] presented a technique based on subordinacy theory allowing to control the spread of a certain portion of the wave packet (not the fastest and therefore not the moments), and applied it to the Fibonacci model. Tcheremchantsev [Tch] proved tight upper bounds on growing sparse potential Hamiltonians introduced in [JL] and further analized in [CM] . Recently, Damanik and Tcheremchantsev [DT] developed a transfer matrix based method that allows to prove upper bounds on the diffusion exponents and also applied it to the Fibonacci model. Another way to achieve upper bounds on the diffusion exponents in terms of properties of the finite size approximants (Thouless widths and eigenvalue clustering) was recently developed and applied to the Fibonacci operator by Breuer, Last, and Strauss [BLS] . In the models considered in [GS1, BS, DT, BLS, Tch] the anomalous diffusion is closely linked to dimensional properties of the spectral measures, even though the (generalized) eigenfunctions have to be controlled as well. As a result, the transport slows down as the fractal dimension of the spectral measure decreases. The origin of the anomalous transport in the random polymer model is of different nature. In fact, in the random polymer model only a few, but very extended localized states near the critical energies lead to the growth of the moments. Hence this model illustrates that spectral theory may be of little use for the calculation of the diffusion exponents. This statement is even more true if the dimension of physical space is higher. There are examples of three-dimensional operators with absolutely continuous spectral measures, but subdiffusive quantum diffusion with diffusion exponents as low as 1 3 [BeS] .
The strategy for proving upper bounds advocated in [DT] appears to be more efficient in the present context than prior techniques [GS1, KKL] . We refine and generalize the relevant part in Section 3, see in particular Proposition 2. It allows to give a rather simple proof of our second result, namely Theorem 1, which establishes a logarithmic bound M q T ≤ log(T ) βq , β > 2, under the condition of uniformly positive Lyapunov exponent. This result is neither new nor fully optimal. However, in the generality we have (any condition on the distribution of randomness, including e.g. Bernoulli) the Aizenman-Molchanov method [AM] cannot be applied, and the only technique previously available to obtain this statement was the multi-scale analysis of [CKM] (see also [BG, DSS] ). Thus our proof is significantly simpler. Moreover, one can argue that it captures the physically relevant effect of localization. Indeed, it was shown by Gordon [Gor] and del Rio, Makarov and Simon [DMS] that a generic rank one perturbation of a model in the regime of strict dynamical localization (M q T bounded) leads to singular continuous spectrum, and therefore, by the RAGE theorem, growth of the moments. However, it was shown in [DJLS] that this growth can be at most logarithmic, just as proven in Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 constitutes essentially a part of the proof of Theorem 3.
In the next section we present our models and results with technical details. Section 3 contains a general (non-random) strategy for proving the upper bounds. Section 4 provides the proof of Theorem 1 as well as some statements that are used in Section 6. In Section 5 we obtain probabilistic bounds on the transfer matrices near a critical energy based on the large deviation estimate of [JSS] . Section 6 contains the proof of Theorem 3, that is the identity (3).
Models and results
A Jacobi matrix is an operator H ω on ℓ 2 (N) associated to the data ω = (t n , v n ) n≥1 of positive numbers t n and real numbers v n which we suppose to be both bounded by a constant C, and t n bounded away from 0. Using the Dirac notation |n for the canonical basis in ℓ 2 (N), H ω is given by
Each ω is called a configuration, and the set of all configurations is Ω = ([−C, C] ×2 ) ×N . The left shift S is naturally defined on Ω. A stochastic Jacobi matrix is a family (H ω ) ω∈Ω of Jacobi matrices drawn according to a probability measure P on Ω which is invariant and ergodic w.r.t. to S. Furthermore, we speak of a random Jacobi matrix if P has at most finite distance correlations, namely there exists a finite correlation length L ∈ N such that (t n , v n ) and (t m , v m ) are independent whenever |n − m| ≥ L. Most prominent example of a random Jacobi matrix is the one-dimensional Anderson model for which t n = 1 and the v n are independent and identically distributed so that L = 1. Random polymer models as studied in [DWP, JSS] and described in more detail below provide an example of a random Jacobi matrix with finite distance correlations (the second crucial feature of these models is that the (t n , v n ) only take a finite number of values).
We will consider the disorder and time averaged moments of the position operator X on ℓ 2 (N), denoted by M q T as in (1):
Here E denotes the average over ω w.r.t. P. (Note that upper bounds on the expectation w.r.t. P yield upper bounds almost surely.) One may replace |1 by another localized initial state (at least in ℓ 1 (N)) and furthermore consider two-sided Jacobi matrices acting on ℓ 2 (Z) instead of ℓ 2 (N). For sake of clarity, we chose not to discuss the supplementary technicalities, and hope that the experienced reader will have little problem to transpose the results of this work to these cases, if needed.
As discussed in the introduction, it is well-known that the Anderson model exhibits the dynamical localization, that is M q T ≤ C(q) < ∞ uniformly in T for all q > 0. A by-product of our analysis of the random polymer model discussed below is a simple proof of the weaker result that M q T grows at most logarithmically in T whenever the Lyapunov exponent is strictly positive. In order to define the latter, let us introduce as usual in the analysis of one-dimensional systems the transfer matrices at a complex energy z by
Then the Lyapunov exponent is
Because the t n and v n are uniformly bounded, one shows by estimating the norm of a product of matrices by the product of their norms that for every bounded set
where the γ 1 depends on U. This implies that γ(z) ≤ γ 1 for z ∈ U. For a random Jacobi matrix, uniform lower bounds on γ(z) can be proven by the Furstenberg theorem (e.g. [PF] ). This applies in particular to the Anderson model (also with a Bernoulli potential), and more generally to random Jacobi matrices with correlation length equal to 1.
Theorem 1 Consider a random Jacobi matrix. Let the (non-random) spectrum be σ(H) ⊂ (E 0 , E 1 ) Suppose that the Lyapunov exponent is strictly positive:
Then for any β > 2 there exists a constant C(β, q) such that
Another self-averaging quantity associciated to to ergodic Jacobi matrices is the integrated density of states (IDS) N (E) which can be defined by
The Thouless formula (e.g. [PF] ) links the Lyapunov exponent to the IDS. It implies that, if (6) holds for real E ∈ (E 0 , E 1 ), then one also has γ(z) ≥ γ 0 for all z with ℜe(z) ∈ (E 0 , E 1 ).
As shown by Theorem 1 and the remark just before it, it is necessary for a random Jacobi matrix to have a correlation length larger than 1 for the moments M q T to grow faster than logarithmically, so that the diffusion exponents β q do not vanish. That this actually happens for the random dimer model was discovered by Dunlap, Wu and Phillips [DWP] .
Next let us describe in more detail the more general random polymer model considered in [JSS] . Given are two finite sequencest
The associated random polymer model is the random Jacobi matrix constructed by random juxtaposition of these sequences and randomizing the origin. More precisely, configurations ω ∈ Ω can be identified with the data of a sequence of signs (σ n ) n≥1 and an integer 0
. .) and similarly for (v n ) n≥1 . The shift is as usual, and the probability P is the Bernoulli measure with probabilities p + and p − = 1 − p + combined with a randomization for l (cf. [JSS] for details). The correlation length in this model is L = max{L + , L − }. It is now natural and convenient to consider the polymer transfer matrices 
If L ± = 1, the model reduces to the Bernoulli-Anderson model and there are no critical energies. The most studied [DWP, Bov, BG] example is the random dimer model for which L + = L − = 2 andt ± (0) =t ± (1) = 1,v + (0) =v + (1) = λ andv − (0) =v − (1) = −λ for some λ ∈ R. This model has two critical energies E c = λ and E c = −λ as long as λ < 1. For further examples we refer to [JSS] .
It is immediate from (9) that the Lyapunov exponent vanishes at a critical energy. Because the transfer matrices T z ± are analytic in z, it follows that there is a constant c 0 such that for all ǫ ∈ C with |ǫ| < ǫ 0 one has for n, m ∈ N,
In particular, |γ(E c + ǫ)| ≤ c 0 |ǫ|. However, the correct asymptotics for the Lyapunov exponent is γ(E c +ǫ) = O(ǫ 2 ). This was first shown (non-rigorously) by Bovier for the case of the random dimer model [Bov] , but heuristics were already given in [DWP] . The rigorous result about the Lyapunov exponent and also the integrated density of states N are combined in the following theorem (for a definition of the IDS consult, e.g., [JSS] ).
Theorem 2 [JSS]
Suppose that E(e 2ıησ ) = 1 and E(e 4ıησ ) = 1. Then for ǫ ∈ R and some D ≥ 0, the Lyapunov exponent of a random polymer model satisfies
in the vicinity of a critical energy E c . If
] ≥ C ǫ for some C > 0 and small ǫ, one has D > 0. Moreover, the IDS N satisfies
for some constant D ′ > 0.
Furthermore [JSS] contains explicit formulas for D and D ′ . The bound D > 0 is not explicitely contained in [JSS] , but can be efficiently checked using Proposition 1 in [SSS] . The statement about the IDS only requires E(e 2ıησ ) = 1. Let us remark that the hypothesis E(e 4ıησ ) = 1 does not hold, for example, in the special case of a random dimer model if λ = 1/ √ 2. In this situation, one is confronted with an anomaly. Nevertheless, the asymptotics is as in (11) and again one can calculate D explicitely [Sch] . As we did not perform the large deviation analysis of [JSS] in the case of an anomaly, we retain the hypothesis of Theorem 2 throughout.
The following is the main result of this work.
Theorem 3
Suppose that E(e 2ıησ ) = 1 and E(e 4ıησ ) = 1, and that the random polymer model has a critical energy at which (11) holds with D > 0. Then for q > 0,
As already pointed out, the lower bound β q ≥ q − 1 2 was already proven in [JSS] .
A strategy for proving upper bounds on dynamics
In this section it is not necessary for the Jacobi matrix to be random or ergodic; hence the index ω and the average E are suppressed. Let the notation for the Green's function be
where n, m ≥ 1 and z ∈ C is not in the spectrum σ(H) of H. The starting point of the analysis is to express the time averaged moments (4) in terms of the Green's function
Using the spectral theorem, this well known identity can be checked immediately by a contour integration. In order to decompose the expression on the r.h.s., let us introduce for 0 ≤ α 0 < α 1 and
The following result also holds for higher dimensional models.
, and α > 1. Then there exists a constant
The proof is based on the following Combes-Thomas estimate. Even though standard, its proof is sufficiently short and beautiful to reproduce it.
Lemma 1 Let ∆(z) = dist(z, σ(H)) and C 2 = (4 t ∞ ) −1 where t ∞ = sup n≥1 t n . Then
Proof. For η ∈ R, set H η = e ηX He −ηX . A short calculation shows that
Using the bound (1 + B)
The bound now follows from n|(H − z)
The following estimate will be used not only for the proof of Proposition 1, but at several reprises below. 
Proof. Bounding the sum by the integral on each interval of monotonicity and then extending this integral to the entire range [N, ∞), we obtain
Bounding the sum over j by p! (N∆ + 1) p completes the proof. 2
Proof of Proposition 1. We first consider the energies above the spectrum and set ∆ = dist(E 1 , σ(H)). Due to the previous two lemmata and if
Since arcsinh(y) ≥ ln(y) for large y, this shows that M q,0,∞ T (E 1 , ∞) ≤ C/T for some constant C = C(q, ∆). A similar bound holds for M q,0,∞ T (−∞, E 0 ). Now using the imaginary part of the energy in Lemma 1 and the bound arcsinh(y) ≥ y for sufficiently small y ≥ 0, we obtain
For α > 1, this decreases faster than any power of T . Combining these estimates implies the proposition. 2
According to Proposition 1 and equation (15), one now needs a good bound on the decay (in n) of the Green's function for complex energies in the vicinity of the spectrum. As shown by Damanik and Tcheremchantsev [DT] , such bounds can be obtained for Jacobi matrices in a very efficient way in terms of the transfer matrices. Here we give a streamlined proof of this statement which also works for arbitrary Jacobi matrices (the kinetic part is not necessarily the discrete Lapalacian) and does not contain energy dependent constants as in [DT] .
Proposition 2 One has
Proof. Let Γ N be the decoupling operator at N defined by
The resolvent identity reads
since T −1 = ℑm(z) and G z ≤ T. As the l.h.s. is decreasing in N, we therefore have
Now let Π N = N n=1 |n n| be the projection on the states on the first N sites and set 
and
Therefore |b| ≤ T |a|, |c| ≤ T |a| and |d| ≤ T |c|. As the matrix norm is bounded by the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, it follows that
By (16) the result now follows. 2
Logarithmic bounds in the localization phase
In this section we provide the proof of Theorem 1 and hence suppose throughout that the stated hypothesis hold. The main idea is to use the given positivity of the Lyapunov exponent (6), combine it with the given uniform upper bound (5) in order to deduce good probabilistic estimates on the growth of the transfer matrices. This growth in turn allows to bound the Green's function due to Proposition 2 which then readily leads to the logarithmic upper bound on the moments.
Lemma 3 For z ∈ U and N ∈ N, the set
Proof. Let us set P = P(Ω N (z)). Due to (6), the subadditivity of the transfer-matrix cocycle and the bound (5), it follows that
with γ 1 defined by (5) using U as above. This directly implies the result. 2
Lemma 4 Let z ∈ U and N ∈ N. Then there is a constant C 3 = C 3 (γ 0 , γ 1 ) such that the set
Proof. Let us split N into
pieces of length N 0 (here and in the sections below, we suppose without giving further details that there is an integer number of pieces and that the boundary terms are treated separately). On each piece [jN 0 + 1, (j + 1)N 0 ), Lemma 3 applies. As the pieces are independent, we deduce
2 for arbitrary matrices, and A −1 = A for A ∈ SL(2, C), it therefore follows that
Choosing N 0 = cN 1 2 with adequate c concludes the proof. 2
It is a direct corollary of Lemma 4 and Proposition 2 that for T sufficiently large
The following lemma, holding for arbitrary ergodic families of Jacobi matrices, is useful for bounding a sum similar as the one in (17), but over n ≤ N.
denote the Borel transform of a measure µ.
Lemma 5
For any E ∈ R, T > 0 and N ≥ 1, one has
Furthermore, for any
Proof. One has
which by the spectral theorem gives (18). Using
the inequality (19) follows upon integrating (18) . 2 Proof of Theorem 1. According to Proposition 1 it remains to bound E M q,0,α T (E 0 , E 1 ) for α > 1. We further split this into two contributions:
and M T (2) corresponding to the sum over (log T ) β < n ≤ T α . The bound (19) with N = (log T ) β immediately gives M T (1) ≤ (log T ) βq . The second contribution can be bounded using (17):
which is bounded by a constant C(β, q) due to Lemma 2 as long as β > 2. 2
Probabilistic estimates near a critical energy
In this section, we first derive more quantitative versions of Lemmata 3 and 4 by replacing the input (5) and (6) by the estimates (10) and (11). However, these estimates are not sufficient for the proof of Theorem 3. In fact, one can further improve the Lemmata by replacing the uniform upper bound (10) by a probabilistic one, deduced from a large deviation estimate from [JSS] recalled below and showing that the transfer matrices grow no more than given by the Lyapunov exponent with high probability. For sake of notational simplicity, we suppose that E c = 0. Furthermore, according to (11) and the Thouless formula we may choose positive d < D and ǫ 0 such that
In order to further simplify notation, we also assume that δ, ǫ > 0 even though all estimates hold with |δ| and |ǫ|.
Lemma 6 For z = ǫ + ıδ with δ ≤ ǫ < ǫ 0 introduce the set
Proof. It is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3 with c 1 = d/(2c 0 ), where c 0 is introduced in (10). 2
Lemma 7 Let z = ǫ + ıδ with δ ≤ ǫ < ǫ 0 . Then there exists a constant c 2 such that the set
pieces of length N 0 and follow the proof of Lemma 4 invoking Lemma 6 instead of Lemma 3, giving
shows that one may take c 2 = c 1 d/2. 2
Certainly other choices of N 0 are possible in the previous proof, but the present one leading to Lemma 7 implies the following estimate, which is sufficient in order to deal with one of the terms in the next section (a boundary term of energies close to ǫ 0 ).
Corollary 1 Let z = ǫ + ıδ with δ ≤ ǫ < ǫ 0 . There is a constant c 3 such that
Now we turn to the refined statements and start by recalling the following Theorem 4 [JSS] Suppose that E(e 2ıησ ) = 1 and 0 < α ≤ 1 2
. Then there exist constants c 4 , c 5 , c 6 , c 7 such that the set
For a fixed energy z, this can be extended to length scales N beyond the localization length (inverse Lyapunov exponent).
Proof. We split N into Therefore ∩ j=1,...,
. We hence deduce from Theorem 4 that
which is precisely the statement of the lemma. 2
This last lemma can now be used in order to improve Lemma 6 in the range δ < cǫ 2 .
Lemma 9 Let z = ǫ + ıδ with δ ≤ c 5 ǫ 2 and N
. Then the set Ω N (z) defined in (21) satisfies for some constant c 8
Proof. We argue as in the proof of Lemma 3. Let us set again P = P(Ω N (z)). Due to (20), Lemma 8 and the a priori bound (10) (used on the complement of Ω α N (z)), it follows that
The hypothesis ǫ ≤ N −α implies the result (it would be enough to assume ǫ ≤ log(N) p for some p).
2
As the final preparatory step for the next section, we improve Lemma 7 in the range δ < cǫ 2 , by invoking Lemma 9 in its proof. Lemma 10 implies the following estimate, which is the main result of this section and will be used in the next. , one has E 1 max 1≤n≤N T z (n, 1) 2 ≤ e −N 1−α ǫ 2(1+2α) + e − c 9 N α .
Proof of upper bound for random polymer models
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 3. For this purpose, we follow the strategy discussed in Section 3 and consider M q,α 0 ,α 1 T (E 0 , E 1 ) defined as in (15), but with a disorder average E. By Proposition 1 it is sufficient to bound M q,0,1+α T (E 0 , E 1 ) for α > 0 if (E 0 , E 1 ) contains the spectrum. Moreover, energies bounded away from critical energies have a strictly positive Lyapunov exponent [BG] . By the results of Section 4, these energies hence lead at most to logarithmic growth in time, and therefore give no contribution to the diffusion exponents β q . Thus we are left to deal with energy intervals around the critical energies. All of them are treated the same way, so we focus on one of them. We suppose that E c = 0 and consider only the energy interval [0, ǫ 0 ] with ǫ 0 chosen as in (20) µ(de) δ (E + ǫ − e) 2 + δ 2 = 2 π ǫ 0 µ(de) δ + ǫ 0 (E − e) 2 + (δ + ǫ 0 ) 2 , = 2 πǫ 0 ℑm B µ (E + ı(δ + ǫ 0 )) , and thus the second inequality follows from the first one.
